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He says the idea for the lounge came during a marketing meeting two years ago (the other namesake, Jerry Marshall, is a
Reynolds employee).. Nine flavors range from the "sweet and delicate" Oriental Rose -- reminiscent of a fine chardonnay,
according to the brochure -- to the peppercorn-flavored Earl, which melds Oriental tobaccos with Indian spices.

Cigarette giant RJ Reynolds Tobacco is behind the lounge in an effort to give cigarettes more cache, the same way Starbucks
has elevated coffee drinking.

 DiRT Rally 2.0 - KODA Fabia Rally [Patch]

The lounge is exempt from the smoking ban since the majority of sales come from tobacco products, though the lounge also
offers cocktails, coffee and cheese plates.. The Marshall McGearty Tobacco Lounge, 1553 N Milwaukee, held its lung-pumping
grand opening party last Thursday.. McGearty says his contribution to the project is the lounge's design "This looks like the
inside of my house," he says, pointing to a collection of vintage ashtrays, cozy leather club chairs and mismatched tin ceilings..
Far from being a tobacco artisan, he's a hipster pack-a-day smoker from Philadelphia who is a creative director at Gyro
Worldwide, an advertising agency that works with Reynolds. save wildlife ppt download for free
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 It also stocks "the biggest collection of smoking accoutrements in the city," he says.. Here, under glass, are thick jars of tobacco
- Oriental Rose, The Empress, The Earl - poured lovingly into white smoking papers by tobacco's answer to the coffee shop
barista.. Most of the guests lit up, putting to the test the bar's "state-of-the-art ventilation system" that exchanges all of the air in
the room every six minutes. Руководство По Стрижкам
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As Smoke Clears, Tobacco Maker Opens Lounge By MONICA DAVEY Published: January 19, 2006 CHICAGO, Jan..
http://www suntimes com/output/homan/cst-ftr-susanna26 html# This Lounge Leaves Tobacco Lovers Alone BY SUSANNA
HOMAN January 26, 2006 A new cigarette lounge is lighting up in Wicker Park, just as the city snuffs out smoking in many
bars and restaurants.. Billed as the nation's first cigarette lounge, it is built to attract smokers who are being slowly forced out of
bars and restaurants as Chicago's phased-in ban goes into effect this month.. var q =
'marshall%20mcgearty%20cigarettes%20for%20sale'; The Marshall McGearty Lounge was established in 2005, in the Wicker
Park neighborhood of Chicago, luxury lounge dedicated to the smoking of cigarettes.. "But it's a little tempting that they have all
those fancy flavors " It takes just three minutes to make a pack of 20 handmade cigs, "about the same amount of time it takes to
make a cappuccino," says one of the lounge's namesakes, Larry McGearty.. "I just quit smoking two weeks ago," says guest
Amanda Abbott, who attended the opening. ae05505a44 Video Player For Mac With Subtitles Download
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